ABSTRACT

The cognitive state of a student is unique and exciting. The current developments in deep learning give an unparalleled chance to analysts to assess the cognitive state. But most of the existing cognitive state strategies center around attention, overlooking the importance of emotions in humans. Human feelings play a huge role in the computer vision industry and numerous researches are performed with its assistance. Hence, our aim is to propose a cognitive state investigation system which is emotion sensitive. It will consequently assess the students' attention based on head posture and emotion recognized from the face detection in an unobtrusive way. The system presented is an implementation of multiple tasks learning cascaded with a convolutional neural network (CNN), introduced for detecting expression, locating landmarks, and estimating head pose all at a time. The expression detection and landmark location help in alignment of the face. The estimation of head pose and face alignment are further used to evaluate the learner's attention. Exploratory outcomes show that this technique can obtain students' emotion with an accuracy of 94%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The crucial factor that decides learning adequacy in a class is learning their intellectual state, along with investigation of students' cognitive or psychological state which has been a great hurdle for researchers to overcome [1]. Learning cognitive state can be recognized by a great progress by different social sign investigation, such as attention and feeling. Attention is the only significant pointer for analysis of psychological state. A person's attention is straightforwardly identified by estimating his head pose. It works as the true proportion of attention and mirrors the intellectual or psychological state in computer-human associations [2].

Apart from attention, emotion has a significant job in the field of human learning. Emotion impacts the capacity of processing information and disrupt events. Past researches display the positive feelings along the learning procedure, for example, enthusiasm and happiness can advance students' cognitive state, while negative feelings, for example, sad and angry can upset students' cognitive state [3]. Most existing cognitive state analysis strategies anyway center around attention, while emotion is to a great extent overlooked. Subsequently, it implies to include analysis of emotions to learn psychological state of learner [4].

Figure 1: A Classroom Approximation Scenario

The fig 1. depicts a generic classroom scenario which has many students with varied cognitive states. Typically, we can see that some students are focused, and others are unfocused which can be determined by their head pose, keeping the black board as a reference point. Another major factor being considered is recognizing the facial expression of each student and classifying it amongst six basic expression variants: anger, fear, disgust, surprise, sadness and happiness.
The combined effect of these modules will ultimately be resolved to the Boolean value of whether the student is attentive in the classroom.

2. RELATED WORK

Various strategies for analysing emotion are created and they are generally partitioned into pair of classes based on: biological signals [6,7,8] and facial expressions [9,10]. Various signs of these methods such as electrothermal action, blood pressure (BP) and action of Electrocencephalogram is gathered to investigate the students’ cognitive state [11]. In any case, it is hard to apply these techniques in reality since these methods require complex wearable gadgets to gauge these physiological signals. On the other hand, as detecting expression is among the most remarkable signals for individuals to display feelings and attitude, so that can be utilized to analyse feelings. A study by Mehrabian has shown around 55% of feelings are derived from facial expression, 38% is derived from vocals and the remaining 7% is derived through words [12]. Hence, facial expressions analysis (FEA) is a possible answer for comprehending emotions.

The analysis framework of facial expressions comprises of 2 primary stages: pre-processing and analysing the facial expressions. The target of pre-processing is just modifying and to standardize the head with a progression of tasks including identifying expressions, aligning a face and locating landmarks. As of late, many multitask CNN [13] strategies have been introduced for combining facial expressions and aligning them, for example extended MTCNN [14] and hyperface [15]. By mutually practising numerous assignments, multi-task learning can efficiently solve the issue caused due to small number of labelled examples. FEA comprises of classifications of facial expressions and expression intensity calculation.

Off late, there is an expanding enthusiasm for a more detailed examination, to be specific, estimating the intensity of facial expressions. It is introduced to rank facial expression with unique levels of intensity. Anyhow, labelling the intensity of expression for deep learning is exceptionally tedious. To tackle this issue, various techniques look at the estimation of intensities of expressions as a logistic classification issue which knows the brief structure of information from a process underneath an independent framework.

To flatten the control of built features, a couple of works presented a technique based on deep learning to look at the problem of logistic classification. Consider, Chen et al. [16] presented the CNN which is a ranking model that consolidates numerous parallel CNN for measuring age, that altered the logistic classification to a progression of parallel classifications to mini tasks. Anyhow, it grasped the age model from the facial expression samples that are labelled. Dong et al. [17] proposed a technique based on artificial intelligence called RankCNN which prepares the information to exhibit the fundamental method of ranking analysis.

We might know that there isn’t an unsupervised strategy to rank intensity of expression using CNN. Similar techniques for analysing students’ state are introduced based on deep learning. Fan et al. [18] decrypted mind state with functional magnetic resonance imaging pictures which prepared the sorter of SVM along many particular characteristics, picked using a method of hybrid features selection.

There are some other emotion recognition algorithms which use multi SVNN classifiers (Multiple Support Vector Neural Network) [19] for identifying the emotions and sentiment analysis [20]. The significance of obtaining student intellectual states information in an unobtrusive way had incited the headway of various methodology to propel different procedures to advance the result in estimating head posture and analysis of facial expressions. [21] Introduced a complete assessment of LBP which include extensions of that idea are explained. As a normal usage of the LBP approach, LBP-primarily based facial picture examination is widely evaluated, at the same time as its fruitful expansions, which manipulate extraordinary assignments of facial photograph research. By applying principal component analysis algorithms to find duplication of applicant’s face [22]. By applying Image Processing Techniques to Identify and Recognize Facial Expressions [23].

3. METHODOLOGY

The proposed framework is an implementation of multiple tasks method cascaded with a CNN i.e., MTCNN. It is an algorithm comprising of 3 phases, that identifies the bounding boxes of faces in a picture along with the facial landmarks. Each stage is improved step by step by passing its inputs through the CNN, which returns candidate bounding boxes with their scores, followed by non max. suppression. The extended multi-task convolutional neural network is a three-stage cascaded algorithm it performs the task in more refined way.
At the start, many pyramids of images are built from the existing pictures which is fed to the P-net to deliver the regression vectors for bounding box. To guarantee more effective output it embraces an extremely thin convolutional network. The user window is fed to R-net in the subsequent stage, to dismiss many non-face candidates. At the last, R-net embraces a progressively unpredictable convolutional neural network. In the next step, the processed output is fed to O-net to explain the features of faces in detailed way.

Consequently, third net has a comparable structure to second network yet has another CNN. Not the same as multi-task CNN, here the third network structure deals with 3 jobs (detection of expression, regression of bounding boxes, and locating landmarks), estimation of head pose is also included in this method. The proposed method comprises of three different nets: The P-Net, the R-Net, and the O-Net are shown in fig 2.

Facial emotion recognition is the process of detecting human emotions from facial expressions. The classification of facial expressions is done into six basic expressions as surprise, disgust, happiness, anger, fear and sadness. A feature set is extracted from the training data to obtain the essential and distinct characteristics of speech signals. A training model is then constructed by feeding pairs of feature sets and the target values of emotion categories into the learning algorithm of support vector machines (SVMs). Once the expression is derived, the landmarks are calculated using Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) feature along with an image pyramid, linear classifier and a sliding window detection scheme.

The proposed system is as appeared in the below fig. 3. This study centres around the advancement of a cognitive state analysis system sensitive to emotion. To comprehend student’s cognitive state in an unobtrusive way, it is important to get the student’s emotion and attention utilizing posture of the head and facial expression. Hence, the more interest to comprehend the feelings, it becomes important to explore the appearance of face and intensity estimation of feeling at the same time. A deep learning based multi task learning CNN is introduced to address the overfitting problem and perform these multiple tasks simultaneously. The MTCNN uses a 5 points facial landmark for facial landmark detection. The five points on face are two near the eyes, one on the nose tip and other two for the edges of the mouth. We can determine the roll, pitch and yaw angles of the human head corresponding to its head pose as shown in fig.4. As there is a change in the movement of head, the values of these angles are also changed respectively.

We normally use facial landmarks to distinguish one person’s face from another. Suppose, a person may have a big nose or a wide set of eyes, the landmarks located help to differentiate the faces. For performing affine transformations, we simply select the operation we want, we obtain the corresponding transformed matrix and perform a dot product on the original image. The best way that the black gaps can be filled in easily is by using the nearest algorithm. The numerical representation of points (landmarks) is nothing but someone’s face transformed into a matrix. The next logical step of facial recognition would be to calculate some kind of landmark distance by comparing these landmarks. But these are just the landmarks that make sense to humans.

Although this method is useful to capture different parts of a person’s face, they might not be best suited to tell us definitely if the photos are of the same person. The process of transforming a face into a numerical representation can be done by recent machine learning techniques. Suppose a facial vector representation of a person has a large value in some point of the 128 points, it may not mean anything to us. We can use the Euclidian distance to understand how different a vector is, by comparing it with some previous vector, after we get a numerical representation of the face. We do not have any magical distance that can be used to tell whether the two people are same. We can only calculate distances and test the accuracy. The face mark detector will work around the faces which are detected, beginning with the bounding boxes. We use the standard trained classifier on frontal faces.

After acquiring the facial landmarks, we make an attempt to get the dimension of the face. The 2D landmarks located on the face basically adjust to the shape of the head. Thus, we can get approximately corresponding 3D points for almost all the landmarks when given a 3D model of a generic human head.

Figure 3: Structure of the Proposed System
Facial landmark points capture rigid and non-rigid disfigurement of faces in an extremely conservative depiction and are in this way important for a wide range of tasks involving facial analysis. Temporal stability of landmarks is an issue becoming increasingly important with more applications shifting from single images to videos. There are only a few datasets with ground truth landmarks for videos. This is with facial landmark detection.

The MTCNN uses a five points facial landmark for facial landmark detection. The five points on face are two near the eyes, one on the nose tip and other two for the edges of the mouth. We normally use facial landmarks to distinguish one person’s face from another. Suppose, a person may have a big nose or a wide set of eyes, the landmarks located help to differentiate the faces. After acquiring the facial landmarks, we make an attempt to get the dimension of the face. The 2D landmarks located on the face basically adjust to the shape of the head. Thus, we can get approximately corresponding 3D points for almost all the landmarks when given a 3D model of a generic human head. Though the head pose might be obtained by landmarks, the learning algorithm sensibly leverages the associations among multiple tasks, typically prompting to the development of individual performance. The output of head pose estimation as shown in fig. 6.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed system is trained with CK+ dataset [24], the input used while testing is live feed from the system’s camera. The emotion of the student is detected from the facial expression and the facial description. The facial description for each emotion and also description of the facial muscles involved in emotions are as considered by Darwin universal theory of emotions. The images in the form of pixels is stored as arrays and is represented as the 24 x 24 kernel. We need to make a pyramid of images so as to distinguish face of every single distinctive size. At the end, we need to make various duplicates of the images in different sizes to find distinct sized face within the images. Sometimes, an image may consist only a piece of a face peeping into the frame from the corner. In such cases, the net(network) might result a bounding box that is slightly out of the frame. For each bounding box, we make an array of a fixed size, and note the pixel values to a separate array. Since we have many 24 x 24 arrays of images, we resize the boxes to 48 x 48 pixels and further reshaping the bounding boxes to a square. The output of detection of facial expressions is as shown in fig. 5.

Figure 5: Facial Expression Detection

Extended Cohn–Kanade (CK+) dataset is the extended version of the Cohn–Kanade (CK) dataset which contains 593 video sequences and stationary images containing six basic emotions and an additional neutral emotion. The stationary images and the videos are shot in a lab environment. 123 subjects are selected for capturing these videos and images whose age varies from 18 to 30 years. The resolution for each image is 640 pixels × 490 pixels and 640 pixels × 480 pixels, and the grey value is 8-bit precision. The accuracy of detecting the basic expressions for different methods on CK+ dataset is shown in below graphs.
The accuracy of the proposed method is compared with the existing methods such as AdaSVM [25], Adaboost [26], Rankboost and RegRankboost [27].

**Graph 1**  Expression Detection Rate of AdaSVM on CK+ Dataset

Exploring trained SVM classifiers on the features selected by Adaboost which were trained on the threshold outputs of the selected Gabor features. Anyhow, we trained SVM’s on the continuous outputs of the selected filters. We generally call these combined classifiers AdaSVM. The rate of detecting disgust expression of AdaSVM is very low as shown in graph 1.

**Graph 2**  Expression Detection Rate of Adaboost on CK+ Dataset

Adaboost, along with being a feature selection method is also a fast classifier. Its advantage is that the features are selected dependent upon the features that have already been selected. Adaboost outperforms AdaSVM for almost all expressions but is nearly the same for sadness expression. Graph 2 shows expression detection rate of Adaboost on CK+ dataset.

**Graph 3**  Expression Detection Rate of Rankboost on CK+ Dataset

The Rankboost method on CK+ dataset showed a far better accuracy in recognising sad expression when compared to AdaSVM and Adaboost as shown in graph 3. The recognition rate of expressions happy and surprise was almost same as AdaSVM and Adaboost.

**Graph 4**  Expression Detection Rate of RegRankboost on CK+ Dataset

Overfitting is expected in supervised learning due to many input features. It is notable that sample complexity increases proportionally with the VC dimension while utilizing unregularized discriminative models to fit the samples by training error minimization. Thus, the l1 regularization is adopted to additionally improve the exhibition of the Rankboost method. The accuracy in recognizing expressions is further increased compared to Rankboost as shown in graph 4.
5. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Here, the analysis of proposed system for learning cognitive state which is sensitive to emotions is completely assessed along with various pictures from openly accessible databases [28] such as the CCNU dataset which is a classroom dataset. This dataset was obtained by installing a CCTV video surveillance in the classroom and it consists of students’ pictures with head poses ranging from $-90^\circ$ to $+90^\circ$ along with instant expressions. Graph 6 depicts the comparison of expression detection rate of different methods on CK+ dataset.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The analysis of the cognitive state of learner in an unobtrusive way is a difficult job, the related works of estimating emotion and attention are two significant challenges for the researchers. To solve this issue, we present a cognitive state investigation system that is sensitive to emotions. The proposed framework embraces a multi-task implementation method which improves the original MTCNN for detecting expression, locating landmarks and estimating head posture. The landmarks located are utilized to prepare the face for the analysis of facial expressions. The estimated head posture is utilized to identify the students’ visual focus of attention. The correctness in estimating head posture can be increased with the underlying work of detecting facial expression and locating landmarks. The facial expressions are analysed for the analysis of students’ feelings while concentrating in the classroom which determines the learners’ attention. In future, we will further improve the accuracy and address the efficiency of the proposed method for other datasets. The proposed model can serve other purposes also other than in intelligent classrooms like, it can be used where facial recognition is used for security lock, as the emotion is associated along with the face, it cannot be opened easily. The security is increased and also it reduces the threat to user’s privacy. It does not require any highly sophisticated devices so it can be used easily.
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